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We show that perforated metal electrode arrays, fabricated using nanosphere lithography, provide a
viable alternative to conductive metal oxides as transparent electrode materials. The inter-aperture
spacing is tuned by varying etching times in an oxygen plasma, and the effect of inter-aperture
“wire” thickness on the optical and electronic properties of perforated silver films is shown. Optical
transmission is limited by reflection and surface plasmons, and for these results do not exceed 73%.
Electrical sheet resistance is shown to be as low as 3 X ⵧ1 for thermally evaporated silver films.
The performance of organic photovoltaic devices comprised of a P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction
deposited onto perforated metal arrays is shown to be limited by optical transmission, and a simple
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
model is presented to overcome these limitations. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4816790]

INTRODUCTION

Transparent electrodes, most often transparent conducting oxides, are critical for high performance optoelectronic
devices such as thin-film photovoltaic cells and light emitting
diodes. The most common transparent conductor is indium
tin oxide (ITO). However, the limited global supply of indium has begun to drive research into alternative transparent
conductors.1 Several other metal oxides have achieved high
optical transmission while maintaining low sheet resistance,2
including fluorine tin oxide (FTO) and aluminum zinc oxide
(AZO).1–3 Nevertheless, a variety of other materials and
structured films also exhibit high electrical conductivity
including graphene,3–5 carbon nanotube meshes,3,6,7 metal
nanowire meshes,3,8,9 and aperture-perforated metal
films.10–13 Comparative performance of these materials has
recently been reviewed by Barnes et al.3 using different figures of merit, such as the Haacke number.14
Transparent metal electrodes, with optical transmission
achieved through apertures or holes, can conceivably achieve
very high optical transmission while maintaining the low
sheet resistance of the metal used.1 Kang et al.11,12,15 have
demonstrated impressive lithography-based results with this
approach. Such electrodes require one mask for each electrode geometry, while a more general approach using solution processed nano- or micro-spheres results in a tunable
system to make similar, albeit round, apertures. Such masks
can be made using conventional nanosphere techniques,16–20
random sphere geometries,13,21 or convective assembly.22 To
date, microsphere based electrodes have been limited in
transparency10,23 primarily because the goal of these investigations has been to engineer plasmonic resonances, not to
maximize the DC conductivity of the film.13,24
For transparent metal electrodes to compete with transparent conductive oxides (TCOs), higher transmission must
be achieved while maintaining low sheet resistances. In this
work, solution-based, highly ordered apertures are studied in
thin silver films and compared with other transparent metal
0021-8979/2013/114(5)/054502/6/$30.00

electrodes. Post-processing is used to vary the inter-aperture
“wire” thickness from 60 to 180 nm. The effect of interaperture “wire” thickness on optical transmission and conductivity is investigated, and sheet resistances as low as
3 X ⵧ1 are demonstrated with an average percent transmission as high as 70%. A simple model is presented to calculate the transmittivity, which predicts that the transmission
may reach values as high as 82%. Thin-film organic photovoltaic devices are produced using these electrodes, and we
show that the values of the key photovoltaic parameters: Voc,
fill factor (FF), and series resistance are all maintained with
these electrodes, i.e., the photocurrent decreases proportionally to the absorption of the electrode. The results of various metal-aperture electrode structures are reviewed, and
the ultimate limitations are discussed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Large-area, reproducible, and tunable electrodes were
fabricated using nanosphere lithography to generate the
mask, followed by reactive ion etching and finally metal
evaporation. First, 756 nm diameter polystyrene (PS) spheres
were ordered using traditional nanosphere lithography,
bound to a glass surface by heating the glass/PS system to
105  C, just over the glass transition point of PS, for 3 s.
The diameter of the PS spheres was then reduced in oxygen
plasma (see schematic of this process in Figure 1(a) and actual
SEM micrographs of etched spheres in Figures 1(b)–1(d)).
Lastly, a rectangular bottom electrode, approximately 7 mm
wide, was masked using Kapton tape, through which a 3 nm titanium layer followed by 50 nm of silver was evaporated.
Finally, the Kapton tape was removed physically, and the
remaining PS spheres were dissolved in toluene.
The result is a silver film with an ordered array of apertures of varying diameter (see Figure 2). For a fixed initial
sphere size (in our case 756 nm), the aperture diameter and
inter-aperture “wire” width can be tuned by varying etching
times. As expected, films with very low aperture coverage
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whereby the 2D surface area of the apertures is assumed to
transmit 100% of the incident light and the 2D surface area of
the metal “wires” and interstitial areas reflect 100% of the incident light. Ignoring surface plasmon absorption or imperfections in the 2D ordering (for a theoretical consideration of the
plasmonic contribution, see the work of Peng et al.25), the percent transmission follows Eq. (1)

2
p  ro  2t
p
ﬃﬃ
ﬃ
;
(1)
T ¼ 100% 
2 3  ro2

FIG. 1. (A) 2D diagram of inter-particle area after PS sphere mask has been
etched in oxygen plasma. Sphere (white circles) diameter decreases with
increasing etch time (as you move right in diagram), resulting in more intersphere area or silver film coverage. (B) SEM micrographs of hexagonal
arrays of PS spheres (average initial diameter ¼ 764 nm) on silicon-before
etching; (C) after etching in oxygen plasma for 400 s with an average diameter of 479 nm; (D) after etching in oxygen plasma for 600 s with an average
diameter of 350 nm.

have low optical transmission (see Figure 3). As the etch
time in oxygen plasma is increased, the aperture diameter
decreases, leaving, after metal deposition, a larger interaperture metal “wire.” As can be seen from Figures 2(a) to
2(d), the “wire” thickness increases from 60 to 180 nm at
etching times between 250 s and 600 s.
Likewise, the optical and electronic properties of the
resulting silver film vary greatly as the apertures are decreased
(see Figure 3). As the aperture diameter is decreased, the
resulting percent transmission (see Figure 3(a)) decreases due
to reduced aperture coverage and an increasing inter-aperture
“wire” thickness (see Figure 3(b)). The average percent transmission can be predicted using a simple geometric model

where ro is the initial sphere radius and t is the inter-aperture
“wire” thickness. For films where the “wire” thickness is
61 nm (etched 250 s), this model predicts the average percent
transmission (over the spectral region from 350–1200 nm)
to within 5% (77% predicted versus 73% measured),
whereas, for “wire” thicknesses between 120 and 180 nm
(etched 500 and 600 s, respectively), the model predicts the
percent transmission to within 20% (53% predicted versus
43% actual). This increase in the deviation results from the
increased surface plasmon absorption in both the visible
(650 nm) and the infrared (IR) (950 nm) which can be clearly
seen in Figure 3(a).
An increased wire thickness leads to a decrease in sheet
resistance of the film (see Figure 3(c)). At very small wire
thicknesses the sheet resistance is substantially larger than
the values obtained with other transparent metal electrodes
(see Table I). For samples etched for 250 s, the wire thickness
is, on average, 61 6 18 nm with a sheet resistance of
136 X ⵧ1. A significant fraction (over 15%) of the wires are
thinner than the electron mean free path in silver (520 Å),26
which greatly increases the resistance of these wires. As the
wire thickness increases to over 100 nm, the sheet resistance
of the electrode is approximately 10 X ⵧ1 and approaches
that obtained with electrodes that are composed of a randomly placed 30% coverage of apertures (compared to 64%
herein).27 As the wire thickness approaches 200 nm, the sheet
resistance is below 3 X ⵧ1, which is lower than other
reported transparent conductors and only a factor of three
higher than similarly produced metals films without apertures.27 Although low sheet resistances are preferable, when
fabricating a thin-film optoelectronic device, both low sheet
resistances and high optical transmission must be achieved.
TABLE I. “Haacke” number (Eq. (2)) for several metal-aperture-based
transparent conducting electrodes with ITO for reference. The value of 13.9
in the NSL row is the predicted value for a film with 1700 nm spheres,
etched to a 120 nm “wire”; the %T is predicted to be 78% and the RS value
is taken from the data in this study (6 X ⵧ1). The data marked ‡, †, 䉫 are
based on the average optical transmission between 400 and 800 nm, from
Refs. 10–12, respectively.

3

FIG. 2. SEM micrographs showing the individual metal films evaporated
through PS sphere masks (initial diameter ¼ 756 nm) where the dark “holes”
are glass and the gray hexagonal lattice is a 3 nm titanium layer covered
with 50 nm thick layer of silver. The original sphere mask was etched for (a)
250 s with a final aperture diameter of 695 nm; (b) 300 s with final aperture
diameter of 685 nm; (c) 400 s with final aperture of 635 nm; (d) and 600 s
with a final aperture diameter of 575 nm.

ITO
Ag NW3
Au Grid12
Ag Grid11
Au NSL10
Ag NSL(400s)
Ag NSL(600s)

Rs (X ⵧ1)

%T (300–1200nm)

/H

12.5
23
8
4.8
6.2
6.1
2.5

86.3
81.1
77䉫
68.3†
65‡
62.1
43.3

19.2
5.3
9.2䉫
4.6†
2.2‡
1.4 (13.9)
0.094
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FIG. 3. (a) As the aperture diameter decreases the transmittivity decreases
(a strong absorbance due to surface plasmon excitation30 is seen 950 nm
and Wood’s anomaly31,32 is seen at 650 nm). (b) The measured (open
circles) and predicted (using Eq. (1), filled circles) average percent transmission (from 400 to 1200 nm, left axis) decrease linearly while the “wire”
thickness (right axis) increases linearly with increasing etch time. (c) The
sheet resistance measured using four-point probe as a function of the measured “wire” thickness.

J. Appl. Phys. 114, 054502 (2013)

In Figure 4(a), we compare current-voltage measurements collected from organic photovoltaic devices fabricated
using both nanosphere metal electrodes and ITO. The standard P3HT:PCBM organic bulk heterojunction was chosen for
these comparisons. As was demonstrated by Kang et al.,12
for nanowire electrodes, the spacing between wires must be
minimized when the materials used to produce a photovoltaic device have high sheet resistances. For the electrodes
produced for this work, with a period of 756 nm, and a
PEDOT:PSS sheet resistance of 150 kX ⵧ1,12 the expected
voltage drop from resistive losses is expected to be below
10 mV.12 This is in fact the case here; when the electrodes
were incorporated into a standard organic photovoltaic device structure, the photovoltaic efficiency was affected
largely by optical transmission (see Figure 4(a)), but the VOC
only decreases slightly (from 0.58 V with an ITO electrode
to 0.57 V with the silver electrode) (see Figure 4(b)).
Although the electrodes with the thinnest wires transmit
the most light, they have the highest sheet resistance, and as
such they are greatly hampered by resistive losses in the
complete device. As the wire thickness is increased from
60 to 180 nm, the series resistance, calculated at 1 V,
decreases from 416 to 46 X cm2, compared to 29 X cm2 for
the device made on ITO (see Figure 4(c)). The ultimate limitation on device performance, as the wire thickness
increases, is optical transmission. The transparent metal electrode (TME) devices with large wire thicknesses (120 nm
and above) reach a power conversion efficiency of 1.3%,
compared to 2.9% on ITO, i.e., 45% of the reference.
Optically, for devices with the same wire thicknesses, the
TMEs only transmit 50% as much light as ITO. This demonstrates a non-intuitive response; initially, the largest detriment to device performance is resistive losses, seen in the
high initial series resistance, but once the sheet resistance of
the silver mesh increases, the reflective losses are the limiting factor. Though transparent metal electrodes are often
reported to produce “plasmon enhancements,” the optical
properties of these electrodes simply scale with aperture surface area (see Figure 4(d)). With thicker wires than those
used here, the optical transmission would only decrease further, with limited gain in conductivity (for wire thickness
above 120 nm, the electrodes have a sheet resistance below
that of ITO (10 X ⵧ1)).
To understand the limitation of optical transmission on
the effectiveness of these electrodes, we employ the
Haacke14 number (see Eq. (2)), as discussed by Barnes
et al.3 In that work different transparent conducting media
were compared to ITO. For this work, metal-based transparent electrodes are most applicable, and in Table I, we show
how the optical transmission compares across several silverand gold-based electrodes as well as ITO. The sheet resistance of the electrode and the Haacke number are also
presented. By far, the best transparent electrode in this list is
still ITO. However, it is clear that lithographically produced
metal electrodes have much lower sheet resistances than ITO
or silver nanowire meshes. Indeed the NSL sample from this
study etched for 600 s has the lowest sheet resistance of all
the samples. The main disadvantage of metal-based systems
can be clearly seen when one compares the %T of all of the
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FIG. 4. (a) Photovoltaic photocurrent-voltage curves under AM 1.5G illumination for representative silver aperture electrodes and ITO (the inset shows determined maximum power conversion efficiency versus “wire” thickness). (b) VOC and series resistance (left and right axis, respectively) and (c) fill factor and
short-circuit current density (left and right axis, respectively) versus the measured “wire” thickness of the electrodes. (d) Measured optical response of the
devices across visible wavelengths.

materials. While ITO and Ag nanowire meshes have average
%T values (from 300 to 1200 nm) above 80%, each of the
lithographically produced samples has an average percent
transmission below 80% (where the data from Ho et al.,
marked “‡,”10 and Guo and coworkers, marked “†”11 or
“䉫,”12 are only averaged from 400 to 800). The overall
effect of the low transmittivity is to limit the Haacke number
below about 5
/H ¼ ð%TÞ10 =Rw :

(2)

Of course, the average percent transmission can be
greatly improved if the original sphere, or aperture diameter,
is increased. Unfortunately, for low mobility materials such
as common organic semiconductors, increasing the aperture
diameter will cause resistive losses over 10 mV.12 If for
example an electrode is fabricated from 1700 nm diameter
spheres with a 120 nm “wire” between the resulting apertures, the percent transmission from Eq. (1) would be 78%
and, assuming the sheet resistance is similar to that found in

this study (2.5–6 X ⵧ1), the Haacke number would be
between 13.9 and 33.3. (Of course, hexagonal-close-packed
circular apertures are less space efficient than square apertures, which would have even higher percent transmissions).
For this aperture diameter, different photovoltaic materials
should be used, because the limitation identified by Karng
et al.12 is largely a result of the low conductivity of
PEDOT:PSS and could be overcome with different material
selection such as ZnO (in the well-known inverted organic
photovoltaic device structure).
In conclusion, transparent metal electrodes have been produced utilizing a solution-processed, highly ordered array of
nano-apertures in silver. The inter-aperture separation or
“wire” thickness was varied between 60 and 180 nm, leading
to controllable optical and electronic properties. Optical transmission decreased from 73% to 43% as wire thickness
increased, and sheet resistance decreased from 120 X ⵧ1 to
3 X ⵧ1 for the thickest “wires.” These electrodes were found
to have a lower electrical resistivity than other nano-aperture
based electrodes, but also lower optical transmission. A simple
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geometric model for optical transmission is presented that predicts improved transmission for larger aperture diameters with
a corresponding increase in these films’ Haacke number. With
recent advances in the preparation of large scale, highly ordered polystyrene sphere arrays, these electrodes present an
excellent alternative to transparent conducting oxides and
lithographically produced metal electrodes.
EXPERIMENTAL
Nanosphere arrays

756 nm polystyrene beads (8% by weight in water),
purchased from Microparticles GmbH Berlin, used after
diluting 1:2 in ethanol, were slowly dispersed onto a water
(18 MX – MilliQ) surface. Once a large array was assembled
and ordered, the water was removed through pumping and
evaporation, causing the array to be placed on a cleaned float
glass surface.28 The glass was cleaned by sonication: first in
acetone and then isopropanol for 15 min each. The glass was
then placed on a hot plate, with a surface temperature of
105  C, for 3 s. The spheres were etched in an oxygen plasma
at a pressure of 0.08 mbars and power of 64 W for times
varying between 250 and 600 s in a Plasma Technology MiniFlecto system. Lastly, a 7 mm wide strip was masked
using Kapton tape, and 3 nm of titanium at 0.2 nm s1 followed
by 50 nm of silver at 0.3 nm s1, was evaporated in a custombuilt e-beam evaporator. The Kapton tape was removed and
the entire system cleaned in toluene, which dissolves the
spheres.
Solar cell preparation

On to cleaned ITO or silver mesh electrodes,
PEDOT:PSS (Baytron AI 4083 from HC Starck) was spun at
6000 rpm for 30 s, followed by a 1:1 blend (by weight ratio))
of P3HT (Merck) and PC60BM (purchased from solenne
BV) in ortho-dichlorobenzene at a total solute concentration
of 20 mg ml1 at 800 rpm for 60 s. Once the P3HT:PC60BM
layer was dry, a ZnO nanoparticle film was spun from 5 nm
ZnO nanoparticles, in ethanol solution,29 at a total concentration of 25 mg ml1 at a spin speed of 3000 rpm for 30 s.
Lastly an aluminum electrode was thermally evaporated at a
rate for 0.2 Å s1 for the first 10 nm and then 2 Å s1 until
the total metal film thickness was 100 nm through a shadow
mask at approximately 1  106 Torr.
Film characterization

SEM characterization of PS beads and silver films was
made on a Hitachi SU8030 SEM. Data from Figure 1 were
of samples on silicon with a native oxide. Four-point probe
measurements were made using a Jandel electrode unit in the
linear configuration with 635 lm spacing and a load between
30 and 60 g. Absorbance measurements were collected with
a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer, and photovoltaic characterization was measured using a Cary 2400
SMU with a Newport-Oriel solar simulator with AM 1.5G
optical filtering for JV measurements or a Oriel 150W Xe
lamp couple to an Oriel monochromator for incident photonto-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) measurements.
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